A RESOLUTION ON ACCOUNTING 2301 PREREQUISITES

WHEREAS All students interested in entering the Cox School of Business have class requirements that need to be met before entering the school. These classes being: Discernment & Discourse 1312 or 1313, Economics 1311, Economics 1312, Math 1309/1337, Statistics 2301/2331 (or approved alternative course), Accounting 2301, and

WHEREAS These prerequisites create unnecessary delays for students interested in pursuing business as well as students from other disciplines without an economic background, and

RECOGNIZING That Economics 1311 is a necessary prerequisite for Economics 1312; while, Economics 1312 is unrelated yet a required prerequisite for accounting 2301. This creates three consecutive semesters of taking classes – delaying a students’ entrance into the Cox school of business. Despite, Accounting 2301 not relying on economic theory, and

ACKNOWLEDGING That all prerequisites are created by the school with the Provosts office,

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED That the university remove Economics 1311 and 1312 from list of required prerequisites for Accounting 2301

Respectfully Submitted,

Emma Lewis
James Kuchler
Cox Senator
Finance Chair